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This invention relates to surgical appliances The ends of the pad are then brought up and 
and has special reference to a catamenial pad. pinned or otherwise attached to the straps of the 
One important object of the invention is to belt commonly worn when using such a device. 

provide an improved pad of this class having a Preferably the pad is impregnated with a suit 
5 tampon carried thereby to prevent sudden and able heat resisting substance so that the parts 5 

excessive wetting of the pad in one place. to which the pad is applied will not be unduly 
A second important object of the invention is warm in warm weather and so that the bodily 

to provide means of improved character for hold- heat will be retained in cold weather. 
ing the pad from lateral contraction. There has thus been provided a simple and 

10 With the above and other objects in view as efficient device of the kind described and for the 10 
will be hereinafter apparent, the invention 0011- purpose speci?ed. 
sists in general of certain novel details of con- It is obvious that minor changes may be made 
struction and combinations of parts hereinafter in the form and construction of the invention 
fully described, illustrated in the accompanying without departing from the material spirit there 

15 drawing and speci?cally claimed. of. It is not, therefore, desired to con?ne the 15 
In the accompanying drawing like characters invention ‘to the exact form herein shown and 

of reference indicate like parts in the several described, but it is desired to includev all such as 
views, and: properly come within the scope claimed. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a pad constructed Having thus described the invention, what is 
20 in accordance with this invention. I claimed as new, is: 20 

Fig. 2 is a section on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1. 1. Asanitary device comprisinga?at elongated 
In carrying out this invention vthere is pro- absorbent pad forming a ?at base, a tightly com 

vided a ?at elongated pad [0 formed of super- pacted tampon of absorbent material connected 
posed fabric layers of loosely knit or woven fab- to the center of the elongated base, means to 

25 ric forming an absorbent body. Secured cen- secure the tampon in erect position on the base, 
trally of the upper surface of this pad I0 is a reinforcing strips in opposed position to said 
tampon ll preferably made of absorbent cotton tampon and secured to the sides of the base op 
tightly compacted to resist compression and form posite said tampon, and leg straps having their 
a plug of substantially rigid character. This ends connected to said reinforcing strips cen 

10 U1 

30 tampon is ?xed to the pad by stitching l2 so trally of the ends of said strips to hold the cen- 30 
that it stands up therefrom and, when in use, tral part of the base substantially flat when the 
serves to plug the vaginal opening so that ?ow device is in use. 
from the vagina will be caused to pass slowly 2. A sanitary device comprising an elongated 
outward and be distributed around the tampon base pad of superposed loose fabric layers, the Q_ 

35 thus preventing excessive wetting in one spot. fabric being an absorbent fabric, a tampon of "" 
To the edges of the pad l0 opposite the tam- tightly compacted absorbent cotton, stitching 

pon H are sewed short binding strips l3 which securing the lower end of said tampon to said base 
wrap around said edges and are secured by stitch- and holding the tampon erect thereon, short rein 
ing l4. Secured to these binding strips are eyes forcing‘binding strips lapping around the side 7 

40 I5 spaced to receive the hooks I6 sewed on the edges of the base pad opposite the tampon and “10 
ends of leg bands I‘! of elastic fabric. sewed to said base pad, and leg bands having 
In use the device is placed in the usual posi- their ends connected to said reinforcing strips 

tion with the tampon entering the mouth of the to hold the central part of the base substantially 
45 vagina, the bands [1 are passed around the wear- ?at when the device is in use. 45 

er’s legs and the hooks I6 are connected to the 
eyes I5 thus holding the pad laterally stretched. GEORGE ARONE. 


